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A THIRSTY CROW
1. Crow 

2. Once there was a crow

3. Clever and cunning

4. He was very clever and cunning

5. Live in forest

6. He lived in a forest

7. Near a desert

8. Which was near a desert  

9. Very hot one day

10. It was very hot one day

11. Hot and blazing rays outside

12. There were hot and blazing rays 
outside

13. Dry up even the pools

14. The heat dried up even the pools

15. Fell thirsty

16. The crow felt thirsty

17. Parched and bone dry

18. His throat was parched and bone 
dry

19. Fly here and there to

20. He flew here and there in the 
search of water 

21. Nothing

22. But he found nothing to relieve his 
thirst

23. Continue flying for many hours

24. He continued flying for many hours 
to have some water

25. Lose heart

26. However, he didn‟t lose heart

27. Believe that fortune favours the 
brave

28. He was determined and believed 
that fortune favours the brave

29. Find pitcher of water

30. After a lot of struggle, he found a 
pitcher of water in a shady garden

31. Get happy to see it

32. He got happy to see it

33. On its brink

34. He landed on its brink 

35. Try to sip the water

36. He tried to sip the water

37. Too shallow to reach his beak

38. But the water was too shallow to 
reach his beak

39. Say to himself, “Neither can water 
rise up, nor can the beak go down.”
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A THIRSTY CROW
1. Say to himself, “Neither can water 

rise up, nor can the beak go down.”

2. He said to himself, “Neither can 

water rise up, nor can the beak go 

down.”

3. In the dilemma

4. He was in dilemma

5. Think that he die thirst

6. He thought that he would die from 

thirst

7. Critical situation for him

8. It was a critical situation for him

9. „do or die‟

10. It was time to do or die

11. Work with full potential in the 

situation

12. His mind worked with full potential in 

the situation

13. Understand that all roads that lead to 

success have to pass through hard 

work 

14. He understood that that all roads that 

lead to success have to pass through 

hard work 

15. Catch the sight of pebbles lying 

nearby

16. Suddenly, he caught the sight of 

pebbles lying nearby

17. Hit upon a plan

18. He hit upon a plan

19. Pick up one by one

20. He picked up pebbles one by one 

21. Put them into the pitcher

22. And put them into the pitcher

23. Rise up

24. The water level rose up

25. Encouraged

26. He got encouraged at the success of 

his plan

27. Put a number of pebbles

28. He put a number of pebbles 

29. Rise up to the brims of the pitcher

30. The water level rose up to the brims 

of the pitcher

31. Could easily reach the water

32. His beak could easily reach the water 
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A THIRSTY CROW
1. Drink it 

2. He drank water to his full

3. Quench his raging thirst

4. And quenched his raging thirst

5. Thank God who has blessed him 

with wisdom

6. He thanked God Who had blessed 

him with wisdom

7. Fly happily singing a gay song

8. Thus, he flew away happily, singing 

a gay song

9. MORAL LESSON:

1. Necessity is the mother of 

invention

2. God helps those who help 

themselves

3. Where there is a will, there 

is a way

4. No pain, no gain

5. Try try again 

6. Fortune favours the brave
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A RECKLESS MESSENGER
SUMMAY
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A RECKLESS MESSENGER
1. Was the time of old days

2. It was the time of old days

3. No means of communication

4. There were no means of 

communication

5. A messenger

6. There was a royal messenger

7. Careless and reckless but loyal to 

the king

8. He was careless and reckless but 

loyal to the king

9. Used to send messengers on 

various expeditions

10. The king used to send messengers 

on various expeditions

11. At war with its neighbouring

country

12. His country was at war with its 

neighboring country

13. At its peak

14. The war was at its peak

15. Want to convey a war strategy to 

the commander in the field

16.The king wanted to convey a war 

strategy to the commander in the 

field

17. Chose the royal messenger

18. He chose the royal messenger

19. Know the importance of the 

message

20. The messenger knew the 

importance of the message

21. A harness man point the missing 

nail

22. A harness man pointed the 

missing nail

23. Advise the messenger to put on it

24. He advised the messenger to put 

on it

25. In hurry

26. But he was in hurry

27. Turn a deaf ear to his suggestion

28. The messenger turned a deaf ear 

to his suggestion
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A RECKLESS MESSENGER
1. make his horse run fast

2. He made his horse run fast

3. Move like an electric current

4. He moved like an electric current

5. Whip the horse and run like a gale

6. He whipped the horse and ran like 
a gale

7. Second nail go off

8. After some journey, the second 
nail went off

9. Continue his journey

10. But he continued his journey

11. All the nails from the shoes go off

12. All the nails from the shoes went 
off one by one

13. Begin to limp

14. The horse began to limp

15. Get frightened when he thought of 
his king‟s anger.

16. He got frightened when he thought 
of his king‟s anger if the message 
were late.

17. Again begin to lash the horse 
crazily

18. He again began to lash the horse 
crazily

19. Can not hold up and get tired.

20. The horse couldn‟t hold up and got
tired.

21. Fall and die

22. It fell and died

23. Not far away from his destination

24. He was not very far away from his 
destination

25. Begin to run away

26. He began to run away on foot

27. Too late to mend

28. But it was too late to mend

29. Defeated badly by his enemy

30. His army had been defeated badly 
by his enemy 

31. His remorse useless

32. His remorse was useless

33. Lament his carelessness

34. He lamented his carelessness and

35. Ashamed at his absurd foolishness

36. Got ashamed at his absurd 
foolishness

37.MORAL: 

38.A STITCH IN TIME SAVES NINE
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TWO FRIENDS AND A BEAR
1.Two friends

2.Once there were two friends

3.Live in a village

4.Both they lived in a village

5.Fast friends

6.They were very fast friends

7.Face critical economic crisis

8.They were facing critical 
economic crisis

9.Decide to visit nearby city for 
better fortune

10.Thus they decided to visit nearby 
city for better fortune

11.Plan to set out

12.One day, they planned to set out

13.Promise to help each other 
through thick and thin

14.Before leaving, they promised to 
help each other through thick and 
thin

15.Decide to help each other in 
crisis

16.They decided to help each other 
in crisis

17.Has to pass a forest

18.He had to pass a forest 

19.Dangerous and dense

20.The forest was dangerous and 
dense

21.Full of wild animals

22.It was full of wild animals

23.Are passing through the forest

24.While they were passing through 
the forest, 

25.See a bear coming from opposite 
side

26.They saw a bear coming from 
opposite side

27.Get frightened to see the bear

28.They got frightened to see the 
bear

29.Trembling in fear

30.They started trembling in fear
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TWO FRIENDS AND A BEAR
1.Ask other what to do in that 

situation

2.One asked the other what to do in 
that situation while looking at the 
bear

3.Find no answer from him

4.He found no answer from him

5.Get shocked to find his friend 
nowhere

6.He got shocked to find his friend 
nowhere

7.Observed that his friend has 
climbed up a tree

8.He observed that his friend had
climbed up a tree

9.Advise him from there to run away

10.The friend advised him from 
there to run away 

11.Get enraged

12.He got enraged at his selfishness

13.Helpless in the situation

14.He was helpless in the situation

15.Approaching him

16.The bear was continuously 
approaching him

17.The instinct of saving his life 
arouse in him

18.The instinct of saving his life 
aroused in him

19.Echo in his mind

20.At that time, a saying of an old 
man echoed in his mind that 

21.The bear doesn‟t eat the dead 
one

22.The bear doesn‟t eat the dead 
one.

23.Lie down

24.He lay down and 

25.Hold his breath

26.held his breath

27.Pose to be dead

28.He posed to be dead

29.Reach him

30.The bear reached him 
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TWO FRIENDS AND A BEAR

1.Whiff the lying friend

2.The bear whiffed the lying friend

3.Go away

4.The bear went away in dismay

5.Get down of the tree

6.The other friend got down of the 

tree

7.Ask laughingly

8.The friend asked him laughingly

9.What has the bear said in his ear

10.What the bear had said in his ear

11.Reply that the bear has advised 

him to avoid selfish friends

12.He replied that the bear had

advised him to avoid selfish 

friends

13.Leave him there

14.He left his selfish friend there 

and

15.Return to the village

16.Returned to the village

17.MORAL LESSON

1.AFRIEND IN NEED IS THE 

FRIEND INDEED
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A FARMER AND HIS THREE SONS
1. farmer

2. There was a farmer

3. Live in village

4. He lived in a village

5. Intelligent and wise

6. He was intelligent and wise

7. Consult him in every matter

8. The people of the village consulted

him in every matter

9. Renowned for his shrewd suggestions

10. He was renowned for his shrewd 

suggestions

11. A problem

12. However, there was a problem with 

him

13. Three sons

14. He had three sons

15. Disobedient and insolent

16. Who were disobedient and insolent

17. Quarrel with one another

18. They often quarreled with one 

another

19. Try to advise them

20. He tried to advise them

21. Pay no heed

22. But they paid no heed to his advice

23. Very angry and depressed

24. The farmer was very angry and 

depressed at their ill behaviour

25. Fall ill

26. One day, he fell ill 

27. Go to death bed

28. He even went to death bed

29. Understand that he has reached his 

last stage

30. He understood that he had reached 

his last stage

31. Want to teach his sons lesson

32. He wanted to teach his sons a lesson

33. Want to give them practical 

illustration

34. He wanted to give them a practical 

illustration

35. Call them

36. Therefore, he called them  
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A FARMER AND HIS THREE SONS
1. Ask them to bring a bundle of sticks

2. He asked them to bring a bundle of 

sticks

3. Bring in no time

4. They brought it in no time

5. Surprised what our father want to do

6. They were surprised what their

father wanted to do

7. Order them to break the bundle

8. He ordered them to break the bundle

9. Come forward

10. The eldest son came forward

11. Proud of his strength

12. He was proud of his strength

13. Cant break the bundle

14. But he couldn‟t break the bundle

15. Try to break one by one

16. All the sons tried to break it one by 

one

17. Fail in their efforts

18. But they failed in their efforts

19. Smile at their inability

20. The old man smiled at their inability

21. Order them untie the bundle

22. Then, he ordered them to untie the 

bundle

23. Ask them take the sticks one by one

24. He asked them to take the sticks 

one by one

25. Ask them to break them

26. Moreover he asked them to break 

them one by one

27. Take no time and break 

28. They took no time and broke them 

easily

29. Speak to them as

30. He spoke to them as, “My boys, you 

have seen that you cannot break the 

sticks when they are tied together. 

But you can break them when they 

are separated. This is the strength 

of unity. If you are united, nobody 

will be able to do any harm.”

31. Realize the importance of unity

32. They realized the importance of 

unity
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A FARMER AND HIS THREE SONS
1. MORAL: 

1. UNION IS STRENGTH

2. UNITED YOU STAND DIVIDED YOU 

FALL
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A TAILOR AND AN ELEPHANT
1. Mahout

2. There was a mahout

3. Renowned

4. He was renowned in his community 

5. Live in village

6. He lived in a village

7. Elephant

8. He had an elephant

9. Take stream daily

10.He took it to a stream daily 

11.Pass through village market

12.Both had to pass through the village 

market 

13.Tailor in market

14.There was a tailor in the market

15.Very kind animals

16.He was very kind to animals

17.Pass by

18.Whenever he passed by the tailor's 

shop,

19.Feed with eatables

20.He fed it with eatables

21.Get happy

22.The elephant got happy at his favour

23.Become habit

24.It became its habit

25.Become friends

26.They became friends

27.Not in good mood

28.One day, he was not in good mood

29.Come to his shop

30.When the elephant came to shop, 

31.Prick its trunk with a needle instead 

giving it the piece of bread

32.He prickled its trunk with a needle 

instead giving it the piece of bread

33.Roar and jump with pain

34.The elephant roared and jumped

with pain

35.In anger

36.It got in anger

37.Astonished at it

38.The mahout was astonished at the 

odd behaviour
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A TAILOR AND AN ELEPHANT
1. Understand what has happened with 

the elephant

2. He couldn‟t understand what had

happened with it

3. Go to the river and 

4. The elephant went to the river in 

anger and  

5. Fill its trunk with plenty of mud and 

dirt.

6. It filled its trunk with plenty of mud 

and dirt

7. Want to avenge on the tailor

8. It wanted to avenge itself on the 

tailor

9. Come running to the tailor's shop

10.It came running to the tailor's shop 

like gales

11.Surprised at its peculiar behavior

12.The mahout was surprised at its 

peculiar behavior

13.Extend trunk

14.The elephant extended its trunk and 

15.Empty trunk all over the tailor and 

his shop

16.It emptied its trunk all over the tailor 

and his shop

17.Splashed with dirt

18.The tailor and all the bundles of 

cloth were splashed with dirt

19.Realize mistake

20.The tailor realized his mistake 

21.Feel sorry for his ill behaviour

22.He felt sorry for his ill behaviour

23.Ask forgiveness from the elephant 

and the mahout

24.He asked for forgiveness from the 

elephant and the mahout

25.feed with fresh fruit and vegetables

26.The tailor fed it with fresh fruit and 

vegetables

27.Resume their friendship

28.As a result, they resumed their 

friendship

29.MORAL: 

1. TIT FOR TAT
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A MOUSE AND A LION
1. Lion

2. There was a lion 

3. Very proud and self obsessed

4. He was very proud and self obsessed

5. Consider other creatures inferior

6. He considered other creatures 

inferior

7. Live in a forest

8. He lived in a forest

9. King of the forest

10. He was the king of the forest

11. Fierce and cruel king

12. He was a fierce and cruel king

13. Get afraid of him

14. All the animals of the forest got 

afraid of him

15. Stay at a den

16. Mostly, he stayed at his den except 

preying

17. Dare go to his den

18. No animal dared go to his den

19. Sleeping after day‟s hunting

20. One day, he was sleeping after day‟s 

hunting

21. Resident of the same forest

22. A mouse was also the resident of the 

same forest

23. Naughty and careless

24. He was very naughty and careless 

25. Playing hide and seek with his friends

26. He was playing hide and seek with 

his friends

27. Run to hide himself

28. He ran to hide himself

29. Reach the lion‟s den

30. Incidentally, he reached the lion‟s den 

while playing

31. Find the sleeping lion

32. He found the sleeping lion

33. Touch his paw

34. Unknowingly, he touched his paw

35. Scream to see sharp teeth

36. He screamed to see the sharp teeth 

of the lion‟s paw
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A MOUSE AND A LION
1. Get up to hear his scream

2. The lion got up to hear his scream

3. Grab the mouse

4. He grabbed the mouse and

5. Want to kill him

6. Wanted to kill him

7. Get terrified

8. The mouse got terrified

9. Request the lion

10. He requested the lion to forgive him

11. "Pardon, O King! Forgive me this time. 

I shall never repeat it and I shall 

never forget your kindness. And who 

knows, I may be able to do you a 

good turn one of these days!”

12. The little mouse cried "Pardon, O 

King!" cry the little Mouse, "Forgive 

me this time. I shall never repeat it 

and I shall never forget your 

kindness. And who knows, I may be 

able to do you a good turn one of 

these days!”

13. Laugh at the idea of helping the king

14. The lion laughed at the idea of 

helping the mighty king

15. Jeer at him how you can help me

16. He jeered at the mouse how he could 

help him

17. Let him leave

18. The lion let him leave

19. Sleeping

20. One day, the lion was sleeping as 

usual  after day‟s hunting 

21. Appear a few hunters

22. There appeared a few hunters

23. Throw the net over the sleeping lion

24. They threw the net over the sleeping 

lion and 

25. Snare the lion

26. Snared the lion

27. Try hard to get rid of

28. The lion tried to get rid of it but to no 

avail

29. End in smoke

30. All his efforts ended in smoke
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A MOUSE AND A LION
1. Lie down and begin to weep

2. The lion lay down and began to weep 

bitterly

3. Go away to get their carriage

4. The hunters went away to get their 

carriage to take away the lion

5. Appear from somewhere

6. Suddenly, there appeared the mouse 

from somewhere

7. happen to pass by

8. When he passed by, he saw the lion in 

miserable condition

9. run up to him

10. The mouse ran up to him and decided 

to help his benefactor

11. gnaw away the ropes that bind the 

king of the jungle 

12. He gnawed away the ropes that 

bound the king of the jungle 

13. Get pleased at the great task of a 

little fellow

14. The lion got pleased at the great task 

of a little fellow

15. Feel sorry for his previous view about 

the mouse

16. The lion felt sorry for his previous 

view about the mouse

17. Realize that every thing is important 

in the world

18. He realized that every thing is 

important in the world

19. Also realize that an act of kindness 

never goes unrewarded

20. He also realized that an act of 

kindness never goes unrewarded

21. MORAL LESSON: 

1. Do good have good

2. Kindness never goes unrewarded
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A MOUSE AND A LION
1. There was a lion 

2. He lived in a forest

3. He was the king of the forest

4. He stayed at a den

5. He was very fierce and cruel king

6. All the animals got afraid of him

7. No one ever dared go to his den

8. He was sleeping after day’s hunting one day

9. A mouse also lived in the forest

10.He was playing hide and seek with his friends

11.The mouse ran to hide himself

12.Unfortunately, he reached the lion’s den

13.He found the sleeping lion

14.Unknowingly, he touched his paw

15.He screamed to see his sharp teeth

16.The lion got up to hear his scream

17.The lion grabbed the mouse

18.He wanted to kill him

19.The mouse got terrified

20.He requested the lion to forgive him

21."Pardon, O King!" cried the little Mouse, "Forgive 
me this time. I shall never repeat it and I shall 
never forget your kindness. And who knows, I may 
be able to do you a good turn one of these days!”

22.The lion laughed at the idea of helping the king

23.He jeered at him how he can help him

24.The lion let him leave

25.One day when the lion was sleeping 

26.There appeared a few hunters

27.They threw the net over the sleeping lion

28.And snared the sleeping lion

29.The lion tried hard to get rid of the net

30.But all his efforts ended in smoke

31.The lion lay down and began to weep

32.The hunters went away to get their carriage

33.The mouse appeared from somewhere

34.He happened to pass by. 

35.On seeing the lion’s plight, he ran up to him 

36.and gnawed away the ropes that bound him, the 
king of the jungle.

37.He got pleased at the great task of a little fellow

38.He also felt sorry for his previous view about the 
mouse

39.He realized that every thing is important in the 
world

40.He also realized that an act of kindness never 
goes unrewarded 

41.MORAL LESSON: 

1. DO GOOD HAVE GOOD

2. KINDNESS NEVER GOES UNREWARDED
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A FOX AND A GOAT
1. Fox

2. There was a fox

3. Very clever

4. He was very clever and cunning

5. Very clever to deceive any one

6. He was very clever to deceive anyone

7. Live in forest

8. He lived in a forest

9. Passing through a desert one day

10.While he was passing through a 

desert one day, 

11.Feel thirsty

12.He felt thirsty

13.Look around

14.He looked around but

15.Find nothing

16.He found nothing

17.Dry 

18.His throat was as dry as a bone 

19.Run in the search of water

20.He ran in the search of water but to 

no avail

21.Find a well

22.At last, he found a well. 

23.Very deep

24.But unluckily, the water level in the 

well was very deep.

25.Peep into the well

26.While he was peeping into the well, 

27.Get his feet slipped

28.He got his feet slipped and

29.Fall into the well

30.He fell into the well

31.Splash water

32.He began to splash water in the well

33.Make a lot of noise

34.He made a lot of noise there but all in 

vain

35.Happen to pass by the well

36.A goat happened to pass by the well

37.Foolish and trusting

38.She was foolish and trusting

39.Pass by the well

40.When she passed by the well, 

41.Hear the noise

42.She heard the noise from the well
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A FOX AND A GOAT
1. look into the well

2. She looked into the well

3. Find the fox splashing there

4. She found the fox splashing there 

5. Ask him what are you doing there

6. She asked him what he was doing there

7. Flash it in his mid

8. A cunning idea flashed in his mind

9. Find a brilliant chance

10. He found it a brilliant chance to come out 

of the well

11. Pose to be enjoying

12. He posed himself to be enjoying

13. Answer that he is enjoying the cool and 

sweet water

14. He answered the goat that he was enjoying 

the cool and sweet water

15. Invite her to come down

16. He invited her to come down and enjoy 

herself 

17. Think consequence

18. She didn‟t think the consequences of her 

action and

19. Jump foolishly

20. Foolishly jumped into the well

21. Jump onto the back of the goat

22. The fox jumped onto the back of the goat 

and

23. Get out of the well

24. Got out of the well

25. Shocked

26. The goat was shocked at this

27. Realize her mistake

28. She realized her mistake but it was too late 

to mend

29. Begin to bleat

30. She began to bleat

31. Look into the well

32. The fox looked into the well and

33. Advise her to be conscious in future

34. He advised her to be conscious in future 

and 

35. Tell her to go on bleating until her owner 

come there

36. Told her to go on bleating until her owner 

came there

37. Go away happily

38. He went away happily

39.MORAL LESSON:

1. Look before you leap

2. Haste makes waste
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A FARMER AND THE GOLDEN EGGS
1. A farmer

2. There was a farmer

3. Poor, greedy but 

hardworking/diligent

4. He was poor, greedy but diligent

5. Ambitious and reckless

6. He was ambitious and reckless

7. Live in a village

8. He lived in a village

9. Return from his workplace

10. One day, he returned from his 

workplace after day‟s work

11. Feel hungry

12. He felt hungry

13. Find anything

14. He didn‟t find anything at home to 

eat

15. Hear the sound of a hen

16. He heard the sound of a hen

17. Get happy to see it

18. He got happy to see it

19. Plan to cook the delicious meat of 

the hen

20. He planned to cook the delicious 

meat of the hen

21. Run after it to catch it

22. He ran after it to catch it

23. Catch it

24. After a lot of struggle, he caught it

25. Begin to slaughter

26. When, he began to slaughter it, 

27. Speak out

28. The hen spoke out and addressed 

the farmer

29. On stalk to see the talking hen

30. He was on stalk to see the talking 

hen

31. Request the farmer not to kill it

32. It requested the farmer not to kill 

it

33. Promise him to help

34. It promised him to help

35. believe its claim

36. At first, he didn‟t believe its claim
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A FARMER AND THE GOLDEN EGGS
1. Decide to have a test

2. After some reflection, he decided to 

have a test 

3. Sleep with sweet dreams

4. He slept with sweet dreams that 

night

5. Get up and see the hen

6. On the next morning, he got up and 

saw that the hen had lain a golden 

egg

7. At seventh heaven

8. The farmer was at the seventh 

heaven to see the golden egg

9. Take the gold egg and sell in the 

bazaar

10. He took the gold egg and sold it in 

the bazaar

11. Improve his life and become rich

12. Gradually, he improved his life and 

became rich with the passage of 

time

13. Grow greedy

14. As he became rich, he grew greedy 

15. Want to become the richest person 

in the town

16. He wanted to become the richest 

person in the town

17. Get tired of taking one egg daily

18. He had got tired of taking one egg 

daily

19. Decide to get all the eggs 

20. He decided to get all the eggs in 

total

21. Kill the hen

22. He killed the hen

23. Find nothing inside the hen

24. Unluckily, he found nothing inside 

the hen

25. Feel sorry

26. He felt sorry at the loss but it was 

too late to mend

27. Forget that a bird in the hand is 

worth two in the bush.

28. He forgot that a bird in the hand is 

worth two in the bush.

29. Useless to cry over spilt milk

30. It was useless to cry over spilt milk
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A FARMER AND THE GOLDEN EGGS
1. MORAL LESSON

1. GREED IS CURSE

2. HASTE MAKES WASTE
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A HARE AND A TORTOISE
1. A hare and a tortoise

2. There were a hare and a tortoise

3. Fast friends

4. They were fast friends

5. Play together

6. They Played together

7. Live in a forest

8. They lived in a forest

9. Proud of his fast speed

10.The hare was proud of his fast speed

11.Often laugh at his tardy speed

12.He Often laughed at his tardy speed

13.Always pocket his insult

14.But, the tortoise always pocketed his 

insult

15.Enjoy their lives

16.Both they enjoyed their lives in this way

17.Gather for the annual meeting one day

18.All the animals of the forest gathered for 

the annual meeting one day

19.Rise up and address all the animals

20.The hare rose up and addressed all the 

animals

21.Claim that he can beat all of them

22.The hare claimed that he could beat all 

of them

23.Surprised at his claim

24.All the animals were surprised at his 

claim

25.Begin to laugh at his friend

26.Suddenly, the tortoise began to laugh at 

his friend

27.Stand up

28.He stood up

29.Challenge the hare to run a race

30.And challenged hare to run a race

31.Laugh at his courage and foolishness

32.All the animals Laughed at his courage 

and foolishness

33.Determine a day for the race

34.After some discussion, they determined

a day for the race

35.Set a tree at some distance

36.They set a tree at some distance as a 

goal post

37.Gather to see the interesting 

competition

38.They gathered to see the interesting 

competition
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A HARE AND A TORTOISE
1. Start at the fixed time

2. The race started at the fixed time

3. Run fast as he can

4. The hare ran fast as he could

5. Get out of sight very soon

6. He got out of sight very soon

7. Look back at the tortoise

8. He looked back at the tortoise

9. Was not in view

10.The tortoise was not in view

11.Find a shady tree on the way

12.The hare found a shady tree on the way

13.Think that the tortoise will take ages to 

reach the goal

14.He thought that the tortoise would take 

ages to reach the goal

15.Decide to take rest

16.He decided to take rest

17.Think that he will run like a bullet after 

the rest

18.He thought that he would run like a 

bullet after the rest

19.Sleep on the velvety grass

20.He slept on the velvety grass

21.In the valley of sleep

22.Soon, he was in the valley of sleep

23.Dream his victory

24.He dreamed his victory

25.Continue his journey slowly and steadily

26.On the other hand, the tortoise 

continued his journey slowly and 

steadily

27.Pass by the sleeping hare

28.On the way, he passed by the sleeping 

hare

29.Happy to find the sleeping hare

30.He was happy to find the sleeping hare

31.Reach the winning point

32.At last, he reached the winning point

33.Congratulate him on his marvelous 

victory

34.All the spectators/animals congratulated

him on his marvelous victory

35.Get up from his stupor

36.The hare got up from his stupor
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A HARE AND A TORTOISE
1. Run fast as the sun is about to set

2. He ran fast as the sun was about to set

3. Find all the animals there when he reach 

the winning post

4. He found all the animals there when he 

reached the winning post

5. Get ashamed and promise not to be 

proud in future

6. He got ashamed at his defeat and 

promised with the tortoise not to be 

proud in future

7. Made him humiliated

8. The pride of the hare had made him 

humiliated

9. feel sorry at his pride and self possessed 

behaviour

10.He felt sorry at his pride and self 

possessed behaviour

11.Forgive him and start living like good 

friends

12.The tortoise forgave him and started

living like good friends

13. MORAL LESSON:

1. Slow and steady wins the race

2. Pride hath a fall
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An Honest Woodcutter
1. Woodcutter

2. There was a woodcutter

3. Live in village

4. He lived in a village

5. Very diligent  and honest

6. He was very diligent and honest

7. Famous for his honesty

8. He was famous for his honesty in 

the whole village

9. Respect him

10.Everybody respected him for his 

integrity

11.Sole bread winner

12.He was the sole bread winner of his 

family

13.Work from dawn to dusk

14.He worked from dawn to dusk to 

bring up his family

15.Cut and sell the trees

16.He cut and sold the trees in the 

local market

17.Earn his livelihood

18.In this way, he earned his livelihood

19.Live from hand to mouth

20.He lived from hand to mouth

21.Contended

22.However, he was contended at his 

poverty

23.Go to the nearby forest

24.He went to a nearby forest for daily 

work

25.Flow through the forest

26.A river flowed through the forest

27.Want to cut a tree

28.One day, he wanted to cut a tree on 

the bank of the river

29.Climb up tree

30.He climbed up the tree

31.Begin to cut

32.He began to cut the braches of the 

tree

33.Slip from his hand

34.Suddenly, his axe slipped from his 

hand

35.Fall into the river

36.And fell into the river
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An Honest Woodcutter
1. Get worried

2. He got worried at the loss

3. Depraved of his means of living

4. Because he had been depraved of his 
means of livelihood

5. Too poor to buy

6. He was too poor to buy a new axe

7. Start weeping bitterly

8. He started weeping bitterly

9. Have mercy on him

10.God did mercy on him

11.Appear from the river

12.An angel appeared from the river

13.Ask him

14.The angel asked him the reason of 
weeping

15.Narrate the whole incident

16.The woodcutter narrated the whole 
incident

17.Decide to help him

18.The angel decided to help him

19.Dive into the river

20.He dived into the river

21.Take out a silver axe

22.And took out a silver axe

23.Ask the woodcutter if it is your axe

24.He asked him if it was his axe

25.Waver for a moment

26.The woodcutter‟s mind wavered for a 
moment

27.Think that he can buy a lot things with 
the silver axe

28.He thought that he could buy a lot 
things with the silver axe

29.Determined and refuse to take it

30.At last, he was determined and refused 
to take it

31.Plunge into the river

32.The angel plunged into the river again

33.Come with a gold axe

34.This time, he came with a gold axe

35.Reply that it is not his

36.He replied that it wasn‟t his axe

37.Jump into the river for the third time

38.He jumped into the river for the third 
time

39.Bring the iron axe

40.He brought out the iron axe of the 
woodcutter

41.Jump with joy and shout that it is mine

42.The woodcutter jumped with joy and 
shouted that it was his axe
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An Honest Woodcutter
1. Get impressed

2. The angel got impressed by his 

honesty

3. Hand over other two axes as a 

reward of his honesty

4. He handed over other two axes as a 

reward of his honesty

5. Walk home with sweet dreams of 

bright future

6. He walked home with sweet dreams 

of bright future

7.MORAL LESSON
1. Honesty is the best policy
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A FOOLISH STAG
1. A stag

2. There was a stag

3. Live in forest

4. He lived in a forest

5. Vain and foolish

6. He was very vain and foolish

7. Believe in appearance

8. He believed in the appearance of 

things

9. Smart body and twisted horns

10. He had a smart body and twisted 

horns

11. Proud of his beautiful horns

12. He was proud of his beautiful horns

13. Praise them

14. He often praised them

15. Find them paragon of beauty

16. He found them the paragon of 

beauty

17. When look at legs

18. Whenever he looked at his legs, 

19. Dislike 

20. He disliked them

21. Ugly and thin

22. Because they were ugly and thin

23. Find fault

24. He found fault with the creation of 

Divine Hand

25. Forget, “fair, face, foul heart”

26. He forgot, “fair, face, foul heart”

27. Very hot

28. One day, it was very hot

29. Parched

30. His throat was parched

31. Go to stream

32. He went to a stream to drink water

33. Quench his thirst

34. He quenched his thirst

35. Glance at

36. Suddenly, he glanced at his body in 

the clear water of the stream

37. Delighted

38. He got delighted to see the beauty 

of his horns. 
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A FOOLISH STAG
1. Look 

2. But when he looked at his legs

3. Despise the idea of having such 

absurd legs

4. He despised/disliked the idea of 

having such absurd legs

5. In dreamy world of beauty and 

ugliness

6. He was in the dreamy world of 

beauty and ugliness

7. Hear the growl of some hounds

8. Suddenly, he heard the growl of 

some hounds at some distance

9. Rushing

10. They were rushing towards him

11. hunter follow them

12. A hunter was also following them

13. Arouse in him

14. The instinct of saving his life 

aroused in him

15. Take to heels

16. Instantly, he took to his heels and

17. Out of sight soon

18. He got out of sight soon

19. Cross

20. He crossed many fields

21. Help a lot

22. His ugly and thin legs helped him a 

lot

23. Cross forest

24. He had to cross a forest on the way

25. Dense

26. It was very dense

27. Many bushes and herbs

28. There were many bushes and herbs 

in the forest

29. Entangled

30. His horns got entangled in the thick 

bushes while running

31. Try to his best but to no avail

32. He tried his best but to no vail

33. At the juncture of life and death

34. He was at the juncture of life  and 

death
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A FOOLISH STAG
1. Realize his folly

2. He realized his folly

3. Too late to mend

4. But it was too late to mend

5. Say, “woe to me. How wrong I am 

taking things by their surface value”

6. He said, “woe to me. How wrong I 

am taking things by their surface 

value”

7. Reproach himself

8. He reproached himself for his pride 

and misperception

9. Overtake him

10. The hounds overtook him and 

11. Pounce upon him

12. Pounced upon him

13. Tear him into pieces

14. They tore him into pieces

15. Finish his pride and deception of his 

eyes

16. And finished his pride and 

deception of eyes.

17. MORAL:

1. All that glitters is not gold

2. Pride hath a fall
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